We are once again accepting ...

D

ue to our recent expansion of an additional warehouse, we are
once again accepting new clients. This will allow you the oppor
tunity to join a list of satisfied publishers who we have helped
grow their businesses, and in turn have helped us grow. Here are just a few
comments from clients that speak volumes:
• “They’re quick and reliable”
• “It’s smarter than keeping the work in-house.”
• “They’re perfect as our Shipping Department.”
• “The extra care and concern they show to clients both small
and large, they’re a necessity for a growing company.”
• “They do an excellent job, and are very helpful to the small publisher.”

Our newest facility

What we do ... and what we don’t do!
Even under the best conditions publishing for profit is tough. And this tumbling economy makes it all but impossible to
make a profit. We can help your business grow by taking care of an important, but often neglected area of publishing:
Fulfillment. We specialize in it, we thrive in it! With over 100 years of publishing experience our staff can help you reduce
overhead, improve customer satisfaction and help your bottom line. We are not a distributor ... we work for you! We act
as your shipping room, saving you costly space and labor. Additionally we pass on to you the generous freight discounts
that we receive due to our large incoming and outgoing volume. And don’t forget your most costly item ... your time!
With our help you can find more time to market your titles, develop new products and worry less about shipping,
receiving, billings and employees.
Call Keith today 970-493-3793, or write or email us today to learn how we can help your publishing efforts. Or better
yet, come visit us. We are strategically located on the Front Range of the beautiful Rocky Mountains in Colorado.
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